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A Reactive Sliding-Mode Algorithm
for Collision Avoidance in Robotic Systems
Luis Gracia∗, Fabricio Garelli, and Antonio Sala,Member, IEEE,
Abstract
This work presents a reactive reference conditioning algorithm for robot collision avoidance based on geometric
invariance and sliding mode ideas. First, constraints are defined in terms of the measurements given by the robot’s
sensors in order to guarantee that collisions will not occur. Then, a supervisory loop ensures the fulfillment of
the constraints modifying the reference trajectory as muchas necessary by means of a discontinuous control law.
The proposed algorithm does only activate when the constraits are about to be violated and thus, in contrast to
conventional sliding mode approaches, there exists no reaching mode to the limit surface of the constraints (sliding
surface). The validity and effectiveness of the proposed approach is substantiated by simulation and experimental
results using a mobile robot equipped with infrared sensors.
Index Terms
Collision avoidance, mobile robots, motion planning, refence conditioning, sliding mode control.
I. I NTRODUCTION
During robotic operations, there are some workspace constrai ts in the robot end-effector position and orientation,
joint coordinates, as well as other constraints in positionof intermediate points, etc. which must be enforced in
order to ensure a safe and reliable operation. Also, a relevant issue when tracking a reference trajectory in partially
structured environments is to avoid collisions with unforese n obstacles.
For this purpose, the reference trajectory previously generated by either an operator or a high-level planner [1]
must be locally modified by a low-level reactive system [2], [3] according to the obstacles detected by the robot’s
sensors. In this sense, this work presents a reference conditioning algorithm for collision avoidance using the
information gathered by proximity sensors.
This work complements previous works by the authors in whichsliding-mode ideas were used to design reference
conditioning algorithms in structured environments [4] with modifications for redundant robots [5], [6] in order to
cope with end-effector position constraints. Here, these original ideas are extended and further exploited to deal
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with unstructured environments and more general constraints o the full robot configuration (end-effector position
and orientation), as well as providing an experimental setup to verify its reactive behavior.
The proposed algorithm is based on geometric invariance andsliding mode control theory [7]–[9]. The basic
idea is to define constraints [10] in terms of the measurements given by the proximity sensors in order to guarantee
that collisions will not occur. In particular, a supervisory loop [11] is designed to properly modify the reference
trajectory in order to fulfill the constraints while tracking the reference.
The algorithm is based on a variable structure control law that only becomes active when the constraints are
about to be violated. Thus, in contrast to conventional sliding mode control applications [12]–[15], there exists no
reaching mode to the sliding surface (i.e., the limit surface of the constraints) and it is the system itself (reference
trajectory, robot, detected obstacles, etc.) which gives rise to the sliding mode by means of the activation of the
constraints. Therefore, sliding regimes are exploited in this work as a transitional mode of operation, in which
the discontinuous signal is used for conditioning the reference trajectory in order to satisfy the constraints. The
proposed approach can be interpreted as a limit case of the conv ntional potential field-based approach for collision
avoidance [16], [17], which requires using variable structure control concepts like those used in this work.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Next section introduces notation, states the main problem to be addressed
and presents some general concepts on geometric invarianceand sliding regimes. Section III develops the sliding
mode reference conditioning technique proposed in this work f r robot collision avoidance. Both simulation and
experimental results are presented in Section IV using a mobile robot equipped with infrared sensors in order to
show the viability and effectiveness of the proposed approach. Finally, some concluding remarks are given.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Notation
Following the standard notation [18], consider a robot system withq = [q1 . . . qn]T being the robotconfiguration
or joint position vector andp being the robotposeor workspace position vector, e.g., the Cartesian positionand
Euler-angle orientation of the robot end-effector. A robotis said to beredundantwhen the dimensionm of the
workspace is less than the dimensionn of the configuration space (hereafter, C-space). For the rest of the paper it
is assumed that the robot at hand is non-redundant1, i.e.,m = n. The relationship between the robot configuration
and the robot pose is generically expressed as:
p = l(q), (1)
where the nonlinear functionl is called the kinematic function of the robot model.




q̇ = Jp(q)q̇, p̈ = Jp(q)q̈ + J̇p(q)q̇, (2)
1The ideas in [5] for redundant robots may also be applied to the case under discussion here, details omitted for brevity.
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whereJp(q) is the Jacobian matrix of the kinematic functionl(q).
Let us denote aspref (t) the workspace reference, generated by an operator or high-level planner.
B. Problem statement
We consider now that the robotic system to be controlled is subjected to C-space constraints given by:
ΦCS(q) = {q | σi(q) ≤ 0} , i = 1, ..., N, (3)
whereN is the number of constraints,ΦCS is the allowed region of the C-space andσi is a function of the robot
configuration2 q that is positive if and only if theith-constraint is not fulfilled. In order for some smoothness
assumptions to hold in the solution later proposed in this work, the functionsσi need to be twice differentiable
around the boundary given byσi(q) = 0 and their gradients∇σi ≡ ∂σi∂q around this boundary should not vanish.
The main control goal can therefore be stated as to generate amodified position referencep∗ref to be sent to the
robot controller so that it is as close as possible to the user-input valuepref and that the C-space constraints given
by (3) are fulfilled.
C. Geometric invariance via sliding mode conditioning
Consider the following dynamical system withnx states andnu inputs:
ẋ = f(x,d) + g(x)u, (4)
where x ∈ X ⊂ Rnx is the state vector,d ∈ D ⊂ Rnd an unmeasured disturbance or model uncertainty,
u ∈ U ⊂ Rnu the control input vector (possibly discontinuous),f : Rnx+nd → Rnx a vector field defined in
X
⋃
D, g : Rnx → Rnx×nu a set ofnu vector fields defined inX .
The system state vectorx has to be bounded so as to fulfill user-specified constraintsφi(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , N ,
whereφi(x) is the ith constraint function. Thus, the regionΦ(x) of the state space compatible with the bounds on
statex is given by the set:
Φ(x) = {x | φi(x) ≤ 0} , i = 1, . . . , N. (5)
and the goal is then to find a control inputsuch that the regionΦ becomes invariant (i.e., trajectories originating
in Φ remain inΦ for all times t), while x is driven as close as possible to a desired trajectoryxref . To ensure the
invariance ofΦ, the control inputu must guarantee that the right hand side of the first equation in (4) points to




∂Φi, ∂Φi = {x ∈ Φ | φi(x) = 0} . (6)
2In many practical applications, some restrictions are madeon the robot posep. As it is function of the robot configurationq, such constraints
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Assumption1. φi is differentiable in the boundary∂Φi.
The previous assumption will allow computing the gradient vectors∇φi.




= ∇φTi (x)f(x,d) +∇φTi (x)g(x)u = Lfφi(x,d) + Lgφi(x)u ≤ 0, ∀i | φi(x) = 0, (7)
where the scalarLfφi and thenu-dimensional row vectorLgφi denote the Lie derivatives ofφi(x) in the direction
of vector fieldf and in the direction of the set of vector fieldsg, respectively. In general, any vectoru pointing
toward the interior of the allowed region can be used to satisfy (7). This vector could be computed, for instance,
solving a linear programming optimization problem. However, the goal of this work is presenting a more simple
strategy, involving only linear algebra. For this purpose,th proposition below is considered.










where0nu denotes thenu-dimensional null column vector anduSM is chosen as follows:
uSM = −LgφT 1b u+, (9)
whereb is the number of active constraints (i.e., those constraints with φi ≥ 0), 1b is the b-dimensional column
vector with all its components equal to one, matrixLgφ contains the row vectorsLgφi of all active constraints
andu+ is a positive constant to be chosen high enough to satisfy(7). In particular, a sufficient, but not necessary,








Proof: See Appendix A.
Observe that as long as the state trajectory tries by itself to leave the allowed regionΦ, the above control law (8)
will make u switch between0nu and uSM at a theoretically infinite frequency, which can be seen as anideal
sliding mode (SM) operation with absence of open-loop phase(reaching mode) [7]. Thus, the switching law (8)
does not seek for SM, but it only becomes transiently active wh n the process is at the boundary of the allowed
regionΦ and about to leave it.
Once SM is established on the boundary∂Φ by the control actionu, a continuous equivalent control [7] can be
obtained, which is the control required to keep the system just on the boundary manifold∂Φ. Consequently, the
SM conditioning generated by (8) produces such control action without explicit knowledge of it and with a low
computational cost; this is a distinctive advantage of SM conditioning strategies [10].
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Fig. 1: Proposed sliding-mode reference conditioning loopto fulfill C-space constraints.
From the above discussions, the proposal could be seen as a “one-side” sliding control: if we are atφ > 0 then
we makeφ = 0 attractive in finite-time just as sliding-mode control does, otherwise (φ < 0) we don’t mind. Sliding
regime and equivalent dynamics only occurs if the uncontrolled system is “pushing outwards” of the allowed region
while the conditioning algorithm here pushes “inwards” to fulfill the constraints: therefore, sliding regimes are
exploited in this work as a transitional mode of operation, contrarily to conventional sliding control whereφ = 0
is made attractive and invariant.
Interested readers are referred to [7]–[9] for further details on conventional SM control theory, and to [10], [11]
for constrained control applications of SM reference condition ng.
III. T HE PROPOSAL
A. Reference conditioning method
We are interested in exploiting the exact approximation to the constraint boundary that allow variable structure
laws such as (8) to deal with the control problem stated in Section II-B. In particular, the ideas of Section II-C are
employed to perform an on-line robotic reference conditionng so that environment limits given by (3) are fulfilled.
To avoid reaching the boundary of the constrains at high speed, th actual constraint space (3) will be modified
to include the speed of movement as follows:
Φ∗CS(q, q̇) =
{
[qT q̇T]T | φi(q, q̇) = σi(q) +Ki
dσi(q)
dt
= σi +Ki ∇σTi q̇ ≤ 0
}
, i = 1, ..., N, (11)
whereσi(q) is the originalith constraint function andKi is a free design parameter that determines the rate of
approach to the boundary of theith-constraint. Then, the variable structure control law (8) will be considered, with
φi(q, q̇) as defined in (11).
Fig. 1 shows the proposed reference conditioning algorithm(RCA) to fulfill the environment limits given by (11).
The objective of this conditioning is to instantaneously modify the desired referencepref to a possibly different
valuep∗ref which is sent to the robotic control system when there is a risk of violating a given constraint.
Assumption2. The relative degree between̈q and p̈∗ref is zero.
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This assumption is satisfied if the robot control includes the typical feedforward of the second derivative of the









ref ,q, q̇), (12)
will verify the assumption, wherëqd is the desired joint acceleration vector to be commanded as torque to the
drives of each joint andfc is a generic vector function for error correction. Note thatthe actual joint acceleration
q̈ = Cq̈d + dc will not be exactly the commanded one (C represents the dynamics of the low-level robot control
loop anddc represents inaccuracies due to other torque disturbances;it will be assumed that the dynamics ofC is
fast enough compared to that ofq̈d so that the relationship̈q = q̈d+dc holds approximately true without the need
of extra state variables in the model to be defined below).
To take advantage of the SM conditioning features describedabove, the commanded trajectory is shaped by
modifying the position referencepref as follows (Fig. 1):
p∗ref = pref + fSM , (13)
with fSM being thecorrecting termto the original reference trajectory which is generated by passing the discon-
tinuous signalu through a low-pass filter, as shown in Fig. 1. This filter is needed for the sliding manifold to have
unitary relative degree with respect to the discontinuous action, as required by SM theory [7]. In particular, for
the problem at hand the filter must be of second-order forφ̇i (and q̈) to explicitly depend onu, see (11)–(13).
This filter also allows smoothing out the signal added to the main control loop depending on its cut-off frequency.
Particularly, the following second-order Butterworth low-pass filter could be used:
f̈SM = −
√
2 α ḟSM − α2fSM + α2u, (14)
with the scalarα being the filter cut-off frequency. Naturally,α should be taken for the filter to be significantly
faster than the dynamics of the original position referencepref , in order to avoid degrading the performance of
the RCA (see Section III-C1).
The whole conditioning system can be cast within the theoretical framework of the previous section by construct-
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whereOn andIn denote the null matrix and the identity matrix of dimensionsn× n and functionf ′c is obtained
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by substituting (13) into functionfc. Using the above state equation (15), the Lie derivatives ofφi are given by:
∇φi =∂φi/∂x =
[
On ∇σTi +Kiq̇THσi On Ki∇σTi
]T
(16)
Lgφi =∇φTi g = α2 Ki ∇σTi J−1p (17)
Lfφi =∇φTi f = ∇σTi q̇+Ki q̇T Hσi q̇
+Ki ∇σTi
(
−α2 J−1p fSM −
√







whereHσi denotes the Hessian matrix of second-order partial derivatives of σi, and thus matrixLgφ results in:
Lgφ = α
2K∇σTJ−1p , (19)
whereK is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entriesKi and matrix∇σ contains the gradient vectors∇σi of all
active constraints.
Theorem 1. If p̈ref , dc, f ′c andHσi are bounded and matrix∇σTJ−1p is full row rank, the reference conditioning
proposed in Fig. 1 achieves invariance of the setΦ∗CS and of the setΦCS using the variable structure control
law (8)–(10) with the system Lie derivatives in(18) and (19).
The proof is easily crafted after considering the Lie derivatives in (18) and (19) and the results in previous
section, and the fact thatΦ∗CS ⊂ ΦCS and that the conditions in the theorem statement ensureLfφi is bounded.
Some important issues about the proposed conditioning appro ch are discussed below.
1) Sufficient condition for SM:The matrixLgφ (19) must befull row rank to ensure that there exists a finite
value ofu+ satisfying sufficient condition (10) for the establishmentof he proposed SM conditioning with control
action (8)–(9). From the above definitions and assumptions,the values ofα, Ki and∇σi are not zero and, therefore,
this condition for only one active constraint (i.e.,Lgφi 6= 0Tn) is satisfied for non-singular configurations of the
robot [21]. Furthermore, for multiple active constraints and non-singular configurations (J−1p has full rank) the
condition can be restated as requiring matrix∇σT to be full row rank, i.e., as requiring the gradient vectors∇σi of
the active constraints to be linearly independent. In fact,the linear dependency of the gradient vectors could be seen
as a “singularity” of the proposed method that yields two possibilities which can be illustrated by the following
simple example. Consider twoparallel gradient vectors. On the one hand, if both gradient vectors are pointing in the
same direction (i.e., they could be seen asredundantvectors), the proposed SM conditioning is properly established
with control action (8)–(9) although sufficient condition (10) is not satisfied. On the other hand, if both vectors are
pointing in opposite directions (i.e., they could be seen asincompatiblevectors), the proposed SM conditioning
cannot be properly established and the values ofLfφi are relevant to ensure, if possible, the invariance ofΦ.
2) Robustness:First, it is worth mentioning that the proposed approach is akin to an auxiliary supervision of
the reference signal in order to avoid violating constraints, and is not intended as the main robot control algorithm
itself. Thus, intuitively, changing references to avoid violating constraints shouldn’t affect the internal robot contr l
loop stability/robustness. Therefore, we discuss in this section the robustness of the proposed method to achieve
November 30, 2012 DRAFT
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geometric invariance, i.e., the robustness of the SM conditioning given by (8)–(10) to satisfy (7).
Although equations (10) and (18)–(19) derive an analyticallower bound foru+ to be used in (9), this scalar factor
can be set conservatively large in practice, as usual in SM applications. In this way, it is guaranteed that the term
Lgφi(x)u is dominating over the termLfφi(x,d) in (7). Hence, the geometric invariance given by (7) is satisfied
regardless of the value ofLfφi (18) (as long as it is bounded) and without explicit knowledgof it. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the proposed approach isrobust against: the robot control (i.e., againstdc and f ′c), as long
as Assumption 2 is fulfilled; the workspace referencepref and its derivatives; and the Hessian matricesHσi of the
constraint functions. In contrast, since the value ofLgφ (19) is required to be known in order to computeSM
in (9), the proposed approach issensitive tothe gradient vector∇σi of the constraint functions and the Jacobian
matrix Jp of the robot. However, the proposed method allows using inaccurate values for∇σi andJp in control
action (9) as long asLgφL̂gφ
T
1b > 0b, whereL̂gφ is the computed value ofLgφ using the inaccurate data.
The proposed method isalso sensitive tonoisy measurements ofq andq̇ since the conditionφi(q, q̇) ≥ 0 must be
evaluated in the variable structure control law (8) in orderto properly switch between0nu anduSM . Therefore,
for security reasons, the constraint functions should be design d conservatively including asecurity marginto take
into account possible differences between the actual valueof φi and that obtained with noisy measurements. This
security margin should also be designed to compensate the esimated chattering amplitude (see Section III-C1),
reference tracking errors (e.g., in case that Assumption 2 is not completely fulfilled), etc.
3) Moving constraints:The proposed approach can also be used if there are moving constraints, e.g., moving
obstacles. In this caseσi also depends explicitly on time and, hence, the new expression φ∗i for the constraint
























































= φ̇i +Mφi = Lfφi + Lgφi u+Mφi = Lfφ
∗
i + Lgφi u, (22)
whereLgφi andLfφi are given again by (17) and (18). Therefore, all developments keep unchanged except for
changingLfφi to Lfφ∗i = Lfφi +Mφi . Thus, only the value of the lower bound foru
+ is changed when moving
constraints are considered and, hence, the iterative computation of the RCA remains the same. Again, as discussed
above, a high-enough constantu+ will suffice for practical implementation.
B. Reactive reference conditioning
The above algorithm can be directly applied in structured enviro ments, where the constraintsσi can be evaluated
from the robot coordinates and a model of the environment.
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To use the proposed RCA as an on-line reactive algorithm for collision avoidance using the robot proximity
sensors, such as infrared or ultrasonic sensors, the following constraint function is considered for each sensor:
σi(q) = εi − ρi(q), (23)
whereρi is the sensor’s measurement, i.e., the distance from the sensor to the detected obstacle in the sensor’s
direction, andεi is the desired distance to the obstacle including the security margin mentioned in Section III-A2.
From (23), the switching functionφi = σi+Kiσ̇i must be generated, i.e.,ρ̇i must be obtained either by additional
physical measurements or by numerical differentiation plus low-pass filtering of the readingρi. Many industrial
robot sensors have low-level capabilities in this respect and provide position and speed readings with a particular
bandwidth. The sensor bandwidth will, obviously, limit thebandwidth of the references that can be followed.
Additionally the algorithm requires the partial derivatives ofσi (i.e., those ofρi) with respect toq to obtainLgφi
in (17). This will require to know the partial derivatives with respect to both position and orientation of the sensor
and, also, the geometry of the part of the obstacle subject tode ection. In an unstructured environment, it will
require estimating the normal to the surface at the detectedpoint, denoted asni, and solving a triangle geometry
problem as follows. Let us denote asps,i the Cartesian sensor position andpd,i that of the detected point, andsi























































whereJps,i andJs,i are the Jacobian matrices between the sensor positionps,i and directionsi, respectively, and
the robot configurationq, which are obtained from the robot kinematics.
In the case vectorni is not available3, a reasonable assumption would be assuming that the obstacle urface is












wheres⊥i is a vector orthogonal tosi (the derivatives of a vector of a constant modulus are alwaysorthogonal to
3In general, vectorni could be estimated from three non-collinear detected points, or from a camera. These issues are, however, out of the
scope of the present work: as the goal is presenting a simple low-level algorithm with low computational cost, approximation (28) is proposed.
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it). Note that using approximation (28) results in a lower bound for the switching actionu+, in general, higher than
that obtained with the actual vectorni.
C. Additional remarks about the reference conditioning
1) Chattering: Although in theory sliding modes are produced by infinite-frquency commutation, in every
practical SM implementation, finite-frequency commutation makes the system leave the ideal SM and oscillate with
finite frequency and amplitude inside a “band” aroundφ = 0, which is known as ‘chattering’ [8]. In the proposed
software-based SM conditioning, the switching frequency is directly the inverse of the sampling period. An upper
bound for the chattering band△φi of the proposed RCA can be derived [10] using the Euler-integration:
△φi = TRC |Lgφi uSM | = TRC α2 Ki |∇σTi J−1p uSM | ≤ TRC α2 Ki ‖uSM‖2 ‖∇σTi J−1p ‖2, (29)
whereTRC is the sampling period of the RCA,‖uSM‖2 is the amplitude of the control action and‖∇σTi J−1p ‖2 is
the amplitude of a vector which depends on the gradient vector used in the control action and the robot configuration.
2) Trap situations:Since the proposed RCA does not perform high-level planning, the robot may be trapped
to guarantee the fulfillment of the constraints while the refe nce keeps moving forward. Note that trap situations
can be detected easily in most cases by monitoring the difference between the user-supplied reference and current
position. This phenomenon is analogous to local minima in potential field-based approaches and it can be avoided
if the proposed approached is combined with a higher level planner [22] that detects the blocking situation and
modifies the reference path that was originally planned. Forinstance, similarly to potential field-based approaches, a
random walk[1] could be activated when the trap situation is detected inorder to escape from it, see [4] for further
details. Of course, this is only a basic low-level strategy which should be replaced by other more sophisticated ones
if possible. There are some situations in which trap situations can be avoided.
Proposition 2. If the constraints are made only on the robot posep and the allowed workspace isstar-shaped—
there exists a pointpk (kernel), not necessarily unique, that can be connected to any pointon the region boundary
by a segment lying entirely in the interior of the region [23]—trap situations are avoided if(9) is replaced by:
uSM = (pk − p) u+, (30)
i.e., if a vector pointing toward a point of the region kernelis used (instead of the constraint gradient vector).
Proof is straightforward one realized thatuSM , by definition, points towards the interior of the allowed region,
see Section II-C. Note also that if the allowed workspace isconvex(any point on a line between two allowed points
is an allowed point), which is a particular case of star-shaped regions, all the allowed points belong to the kernel
and, thus, any allowed point can be used aspk in (30).
3) Speed regulation:If the reference trajectory is expressed in function of a parameterλ, i.e.,pref = fp(λ), the
proposal in this work can be combined with the speed auto-regulation technique in [24] in order to handle joint
speed limits commanded to the lower-level control while tracking the required path as fast as possible. Details are
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omitted for brevity. Note, however, that combined handlingof torque saturation and reference processing would
need a different theoretical framework (high-level planning, prediction) as local gradients (as proposed here) have
a direct relation (zero relative degree) to speed, but cannot predict significant changes of curvature far ahead.
IV. RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTS
A simulation and an experiment have been provided to show thepossibilities of the approach.
A. Simulation (Khepera)
The proposed approach has been tested in simulation for theKheperamobile robot, which is a small robot (55
mm in diameter) with two differential driving wheels, equipped with eight infrared sensors placed around the robot
(Fig. 2). This mobile robot can track two-dimensional refernce trajectories, e.g., the position of a point in theXY
plane. For this section, it will be assumed that the trackingpoint (i.e., the point of the mobile robot that tracks the
reference) is located on the robot symmetry axis and at a distncee from the wheel axle. This point of the robot
represents the location of a tool, e.g., camera, flashlight,etc.
The behavior of this mobile robot has been simulated in MATLAB R© using the freely accessible software
KiKS [25], which is a specific simulator for Khepera robot. This software provides an accurate robot simulation
since it includes a mathematical model for the robot dynamics, the wheel motors, the sensor noise, etc.
The proposed RCA has been implemented in MATLABR© with the following parameter values:εi = 40 mm,
Ki = 0.3 s, α = 1 rad/s,TRC = 0.05 s. For simplicity, the gradient vector approximation (28) has been used.
Moreover, indirect control is considered for the mobile robot where the classical trajectory control is used for the
kinematic control loop in order to compute the desired wheelv locities [26]. For the simulation, the tracking point
has been located withe = 20 mm, the reference trajectory has been generated as a circumference of400 in diameter
with a tangential velocity of40π/3 mm/s and two obstacles have been considered: a static rectangular obstacle and
a moving circular obstacle. Fig. 3 shows the simulation results for the Khepera robot, where it can be observed
how the RCA has effectively modified the original reference in order to satisfy the sensor constraints (Fig. 3 a) and
the resulting wheel velocities (Fig. 3b).
B. Experiment
Real experiments have been conducted using a self-developed diff rential-drive mobile robot, see Fig. 4. Based
on the robby RP5 chassis (rectangular shape of200 mm in length and100 mm in width), the robot has been
equipped with seven low-cost infrared sensors: two in the front, one in the rear, and two on both sides of the robot.
This simple mobile robot allows to show the viability of using the proposed RCA even on a platform that is not
sophisticated nor technologically advanced.
The proposed RCA and the robot control have been implementedi the robot microcontroller under the same
conditions of the above simulation example, except for parameterεi which was set to60 mm. For the experiment,
the tracking point has been located, as in the previous simulation, ate = 100 mm of distance to the robot center
November 30, 2012 DRAFT






















Left wheel Right wheel 
Fig. 2: Khepera mobile robot (schematic representation of the two differential drive wheels and the eight infrared sensors).
 
(a) Reference path (thin line), path followed by the robot
(thick line), static obstacle (white rectangle), moving obstacle
at 22 s (white circle), robot at22 s (Khepera image),
sequence followed by the moving obstacle (dashed circles and
arrows) and robot’s initial and final position (thick circle)








































(b) Wheel velocities and constraint activation
Fig. 3: Simulation in KiKS environment.
in the longitudinal axis of symmetry. The reference trajectory consists of a quarter circular arc (950 mm in radius,
depicted in red color in Fig. 5) and a half elliptical arc (950 mm in longer radius and500 mm in shorter radius,
depicted in green color) with a tangential velocity of40 mm/s and two obstacles have been considered. Fig. 5
shows the combination of sample video frames captured during the experiment, where it can be observed how the
RCA has effectively modified the original reference for robot c llision avoidance.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A variable structure algorithm for robotic reference conditioning was proposed using geometric invariance and
sliding-mode concepts. The strategy acts as a supervisory lo p, shaping the desired trajectory so that it is always
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 Infrared Sensors 
Front 
Rear 




Fig. 5: Combination of frames of the real experiment with themobile robot (reference path: dotted line).
compatible with the C-space constraints given by the measurments of the robot’s sensors. In this manner, the
algorithm activates when the desired reference is about to violate the C-space constraints, modifying it as much as
necessary in order to fulfill all the constraints and reaching their limit surface at low speed.
The proposed approach can be easily added as an auxiliary supervisory loop to robotic systems, and its im-
plementation is very easy in a few program lines of a microprocessor, see Appendix B. Moreover, the proposed
algorithm improves the conventional conservative potential field-based approach for collision avoidance in the sense
that it fully exploits the robot workspace to maintain the faithfulness to the original reference trajectory.
Although the algorithm was illustrated both in simulation ad experimentally for a particular mobile robot
equipped with infrared sensors, the conclusions drawn for the reference conditioning method also apply to other
robotic systems and proximity sensors.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OFPROPOSITION1
Proof: From (7), (8) and (9), the column vectorφ̇ composed of the constraint function derivativesφ̇i of the b




T) z u+, (31)
whereLfφ is a column vector containing the elementsLfφi of the b active constraints andz is a column vector
whose ith-componentzi is defined to be one ifφi ≥ 0 and zero otherwise. Note that thisswitching function
zi(φi) = {1, 0} replaces the classical one used in conventional SM [9], i.e.s gn(φi) = {1,−1}, because of the fact
that the proposed method only performs “one-side” sliding control, see Section II-C.
The goal of this proof is to show thatφ = 0b is an asymptotically stable equilibrium point with finite time
convergence. For this purpose, letV = zT φ be a Lyapunov function candidate. Vectorφ can be generically
partitioned into two subvectorsφ = [φa T φb−a T]T, where SM occurs in the manifold given byφa = 0a,
whereas the components of vectorφb−a are greater than zero. Obviously, one of these two subvectors may be
empty at a certain time. According to the continuous equivalent control [7], vectorza must be replaced by the
function zaeq such thatφ̇
a
= 0a. Becauseφ






































+ zT φ̇ = zT φ̇. (32)
Replacing vectoṙφ with its value from (31), it is obtained:
V̇ = zT Lfφ− zT
(
Lgφ Lgφ
T) z u+. (33)
The components of vectorz range from0 to 1, hence the upper bound of the first term in (33) is given byzi = 1





Assuming thatu+ > 0, the second term in (33) is negative, since matrix
(
Lgφ Lgφ
T) is positive definite, and




T) z u+ ≤ −eigmin
(
Lgφ Lgφ
T) ‖z‖22 u+, (35)
where ‖z‖2 ≥ 1 ∀ φ 6= 0b, (36)
because if vectorφb−a is not empty at least one component of vectorz is equal to1.
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Therefore, ifu+ fulfills (10) the Lyapunov function decays at a finite rate, itvanishes and collective SM in
the intersection of theb active constraints occurs after a finite time interval. Thatis, the originφ = 0b is an
asymptotically stable equilibrium point with finite time convergence.
APPENDIX B
COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION
The pseudo-code of the proposed RCA (8), (9), (13), (14) is shown below. The algorithm uses the following
auxiliary functions: the constraint functionsφi(q, q̇); the gradient vectors∇σi(q); the Jacobian matrix of the
robot Jp(q); and FilterSecondOrder(α,u), which is a discrete time implementation of the low-pass filter (14)
(obviously, the filter implementation must take care of prese ving its internal states between calls). Note that this
implementation supports the claim made in the paper that theproposed approach only requires a few program lines.
For the simulation example in Section IV-A, the computationtime per iteration of the RCA in a modern computer
using MATLAB R© R2009a (compiled C-MEX-file) was around0.8 µs.
Function RCA(pref ,q, q̇)
1 k = 0n;
2 for i← 1 to N do
3 if φi(q, q̇) ≥ 0 then k = k+∇σi(q);
4 end




k ; // Eq. (9)
6 if ‖k‖2 ≤ 10−6 then u = 0n;
7 else u = k‖uSM‖2/‖k‖2 ; // Eq. (8)
8 fSM =FilterSecondOrder(α,u) ; // Eq. (14)
9 p∗ref = pref + fSM ; // Eq. (13)
10 return p∗ref ;
For reactive reference conditioning, evaluation ofφi(q, q̇) would require reading the corresponding sensors,
subtracting the thresholdεi and numerically estimating its derivative with well-knownalgorithms, see (23).
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